Understanding the mechanistic insight of arsenic exposure and decoding the histone cipher.
The study of heritable epigenetic changes in arsenic exposure has intensified over the last decade. Groundwater arsenic contamination causes a great threat to humans and, to date, no accurate measure has been formulated for remediation. The fascinating possibilities of epi-therapeutics identify the need for an in-depth mechanistic understanding of the epigenetic landscape. In this comprehensive review, we have set to analyze major studies pertaining to histone post-translational modifications in arsenic-mediated disease development and carcinogenesis during last ten years (2008-2018). The role of the specific histone marks in arsenic toxicity has been detailed. A comprehensive list that includes major arsenic-induced histone modifications identified for the last 10 years has been documented and details of different states of arsenic, organisms, exposure type, study platform, and findings were provided. An arsenic signature panel was suggested to help in early prognosis. An attempt has been made to identify the grey areas of research. Future prospective multi-target analyses of the inter-molecular crosstalk among different histone marks are needed to be explored further in order to understand the mechanism of arsenic toxicity and carcinogenicity and to confirm the suitability of these epi-marks as prognostic markers.